
An overview of the scaffold:An overview of the scaffold: Central axis adjustment:

Each leg of the scaffold can adjust three supporting angles to meet different 

shooting requirements, as shown in the direction, press the angle control 

button, at the same time turn the foot to the corresponding angle, release 

the control button.

Angle regulation:

Press

Unlock the center axis in the direction a, stretch to the appropriate position 

in direction b, and finally rotate the lock axis along direction c.
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Inverted installation of shaft:

Extension of pin:

Backfolding of scaffolding:

Method of use of removable monopod:

Rotate the hook knob in the direction a shown, pull out the hook in direction 

b, and unlock the central shaft according to direction c. Pull out the center 

axis along the direction d,insert the center shaft according to direction e, lock 

the center shaft according to direction F, finally install the hook back and finish 

the inversion.

In the direction of the diagram a, at the same time or separately, pull the 
locking buckle open, then pull the pin out of your desired length, and then, 
in the direction of the diagram C, pull the lock back back and lock it.

A foot in a tripod can be rotated and connected to a central shaft tube for 

use in a single-legged frame.

After all the pins are retracted and locked, as shown in the diagram, 

a press the angle adjustment button. At the same time, move the three-leg 

pin to the reverse side to realize the backfolding according to the direction 

b of the illustration. Make the scaffold to the smallest size, easy to carry.
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